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Abstract- Current technological advances in sensors, power 
efficient integrated circuits, and wireless transferring have allowed 
the development of miniature, lightweight, low-cost, and smart 
physiological sensor nodes. These sensor nodes have capacity of 
sensing, controlling, processing, and communication one or more 
vital signs. Furthermore, they can be used in wireless personal area 
networks (WPANs) or wireless body sensor networks (WBSNs) for 
health monitoring. Many studies were performed and/or are under 
way in order to develop flexible, reliable, secure, real-time, and 
power-efficient WBSNs suitable for healthcare applications. This 
paper reviews the applications of wireless sensor networks in the 
healthcare area and discusses the related issues and challenges. It 
reviews some applications of WSNs developed or currently being 
developed for health monitoring. 

 
Index Terms— Wireless physiological monitoring systems 

(WPMS), Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), Body sensor networks 
(BSN), Health monitoring, ZigBee, Bluetooth, UWB, Wi-Fi 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have gained many 

different applications in such areas as health monitoring, 
industrial automation, military operations, building 
automation, agriculture, environmental monitoring, and 
multimedia [Akyildiz, et al., 2008; Khemapech, et al., 
2005; Estrin, 2002; Willig, et al., 2005]. In particular, their 
application to healthcare areas received much attention 
recently. The design and development of wearable 
biomedical sensor systems for health monitoring has drawn 
particular attention from both academia and industry.  

This paper presents the current state in research and 
development of wireless sensor networks and related 
sensors for health monitoring. It analyzes the current 
research prototypes and commercial products. 

Section 2 presents the overview of wireless 
physiological monitoring systems (WPMS). Section 3 
overviews their applications in health monitoring systems. 
Section 4 discusses limitations and challenging issues in 
wearable health monitoring systems for real life 
applications. Sections 5 and 6 review and compare the 
most common wireless technologies for healthcare 
application. Section 7 discusses the existing research 
prototypes and commercial systems. Finally, Section 8 
concludes the paper. 

 
2. OVERVIEW OF WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS  

 
A WSN is defined as a network of devices, called as 

nodes, which sense given objects or entities and 

communicate the sensed data through wireless links. The 
data is transmitted via a single hop or multi-hops, to a base 
station or PDA/cell phone, which can be connected to other 
networks, e.g., Internet. 

A wireless sensor node consists of one or more sensors 
for sensing physical variables, main processing unit (a 
microcontroller or low power consuming processor), 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), flash memory, and RF 
transceiver. It often has limited power source. 

Figure 1 presents basic components of a typical 
wireless sensor node. Most WSN nodes use an 8051 
microcontroller as their main processing unit because of its 
low cost and low power consumption as well as their 
limited size, e.g., in [Barth, et al., 2009; Chen and Wang, 
2008; Choi, et al., 2007; Choi and Song, 2008; Zhang, et 
al., 2009]. 
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Fig. 1 Basic components of a typical wireless sensor node. 
 

Some systems use the SOC (system on chip) such as 
CC2430 that includes the ADC, flash memory, and RF 
transceiver [Chai and Yang, 2008]. Because of the small 
size of SOC, one can develop a small and low power 
sensor node. But its limitations are the low quality of ADC 
and small memory size. Some sensor nodes are developed 
by using a microcontroller unit (MCU), such as 
MSP430F1611 and Atmel with external RF transceiver 
[Jovanov, et al., 2005]. Other developers [Mangharam, et 
al., 2006] use MCU with external ADC or external extra 
flash memory to achieve higher quality of service. 

 
3. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS IN HEALTH 

MONITORING 
 

A wireless physiological data monitoring system uses a 
radio channel to send real time vital sign data from 
wearable biomedical sensor devices to a coordinator. 
Patients can wear wireless devices that sense physiological 
conditions and send the sensed data to their doctors in real 
time. Wireless health monitoring systems have several 
advantages compare to wired healthcare equipment. 
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First, patients no longer waste waiting time to meet 
their doctor. Moreover, the use of wireless healthcare 
systems outside the hospital helps to save the healthcare 
cost for care providers. Also, it allows many patients to 
work while they are still under their doctor’s care. 

Second, such systems can alert any medical emergency 
if specific vital signs change drastically, e.g., heart rate is 
beyond the norm. 

A heart attack is the death of heart muscle from the 
sudden blockage of a coronary artery by a blood clot. If 
blood flow is not restored to the heart muscle within 20 to 
40 minutes, irreversible death of the heart muscle begins to 
occur. Approximately one million Americans suffer a heart 
attack each year. 40 % of them die as a result of their heart 
attack [http://www.medicinenet.com]. Because heart attack 
suddenly happens to old people or patients, continuous real 
time heart rate monitoring can certainly save lives. 

Currently, most heart beat monitors, e.g. ECG, are 
available at certain locations, e.g., hospitals and doctor's 
offices. They require several wired electrodes on the skin 
of a patient. Medical professionals often use stethoscopes 
to check the heart beat sound of a patient. Unfortunately, 
these have critical limitation in heart beat monitoring. As 
mentioned before, it is highly desired to monitor heart beat 
continuously for unexpected heart attack. However, it is 
almost impossible with the existing medical equipment. 

Therefore, wireless health monitoring systems carry 
many advantages compared to the current wired healthcare 
equipment. 

Figure 2 shows a typical wireless sensor network for 
healthcare application. In this network, the data collected 
by the sensor nodes are transmitted using an RF channel to 
the base station, coordinator or PDA/cell phone, which is 
connected to other networks via wired or wireless 
connection. The whole network is controlled and 
monitored by a server in real time. Depending on an 
application, various transmission techniques are used for 
wireless communication such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, 
UWB, and cellular networks. 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. A typical wireless sensor network infrastructure for healthcare 
applications. 
 

4. TECHNOLOGIES FOR WPMS 
 
This section reviews three wireless standard 

technologies, i.e., IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee), IEEE 802.15.1 
(Bluetooth), and IEEE 802.15.3a (UWB) for WPAN, and 
one IEEE 802.11 a/b/g (Wi-Fi) as WLAN is briefly 
reviewed for their applications in wireless health 
monitoring systems. 

WPMS engage small, low power-consuming devices 
for collecting medical data. Their nodes sense and collect 
data and then communicate to a coordinator or a remote 
monitoring device, i.e., PDA, cell phone, or PAN 
coordinator directly using wireless data transfer technology. 
The PAN coordinator has large-size memory and fast 
processors to analyze and present given data. 

The physical radio layer defines the operating 
frequency, modulation scheme, network data rate, and 
hardware interface between nodes and between a node and 
the central server. Depending on different medical object, 
such as continuous or periodic monitoring, size of a 
physiological data packet, transmission range, network 
speed, and network size, several wireless technologies can 
be adopted as discussed next. 

 
4.1 ZigBee  
IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee are standard-based 

protocols that provide the network infrastructure required 
for wireless sensor network applications. 802.15.4 itself 
defines the physical and MAC layers, whereas ZigBee 
defines the network and application layers. They can be 
used to develop low data rate, low complexity, low power 
consumption, and low cost WSNs.  

The physical layer (PHY) supports three radio bands, 
2.4GHz ISM band (global) with 16 channels, 915MHz 
ISM band (Americas) with 10 channels, and 868MHz band 
(Europe) with a single channel. The data rates are 250Kbps 
at 2.4GHz, 40Kbps at 915MHz, and 20Kbps at 868MHz. 
The MAC layer controls access to the radio channel using 
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 
Avoidance mechanism. 

The IEEE 802.15.4 PHY uses direct sequence spread 
spectrum coding to reduce packet loss due to noise and 
interference. Also, it supports two PHY layer modulation 
options. The 868/915 MHz PHY adopts binary phase shift 
keying modulation, whereas the 2.4 GHz PHY uses offset 
quadrature phase shift keying. 

ZigBee defines three types of devices: coordinator 
(MAC Full Function Device-FFD), Router (MAC FFD), 
and end device (MAC Reduced Function Device-RFD). An 
FFD can serve as a network coordinator or regular device. 
It can communicate with any other devices. An RFD is 
intended for applications that are simple, such as a light 
switch or simple sensor device. It can communicate only 
with FFD. ZigBee Coordinator is a base station node that 
automatically initiates the composition of the network and 
controls the overall network process. It needs the large 
memory and high processing power. A ZigBee Router is 
also an FFD that links groups together and supports multi-
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hoping for packet transmission. It can connect with other 
routers and end-devices. ZigBee end devices can only 
communicate with an FFD. It has limited functionality. 

Theoretically, ZigBee can support up to 65,536 nodes. 
For security, it uses 128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES) encryption and authentication. The transmission 
range is from 10 to 75m, depending on the different 
application’s power output and environmental features. 
Approximately, ZigBee devices are expected to have a 
battery life ranging from several months to years. 

 
4.2 Bluetooth  
Bluetooth, also known as IEEE 802.15.1, is a low cost, 

low power wireless radio frequency standard for short 
distance. The Bluetooth protocol stack is somewhat 
complicated in comparison with other IEEE networking 
stacks. It defines many components above the PHY and 
MAC layers. Some are optional, thereby complicating its 
overall protocol [Hackmann, 2006].  

Bluetooth operates in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band, 
occupying 79 channels. The PHY layer uses frequency 
hopping spread spectrum coding to reduce interference and 
fading. The maximum data rate is up to 3Mbps in the 
enhanced data rate mode. However, the actual data payload 
is usually reduced due to the each type of unit address and 
other header information to provide compatibility with 
other Bluetooth sensor nodes. 

Bluetooth's basic connectivity technology is the piconet 
based on the star network topology. It consists of one 
master device that communicates directly with up to seven 
active slave network devices. In a given piconet, all 
devices are synchronized using the clock and frequency 
hopping pattern of the master, and slave devices 
communicate only with their master in the one-to-one way. 
Bluetooth has three power saving modes. At the hold mode, 
devices just process reserved slots for synchronous links. 
After that they enter the sleep status. At the sniff mode, a 
device is in the sleep mode for most of the time. It wakes 
up periodically in a given time for communication. At the 
parked mode, the device just holds the parked slave 
broadcast (PSB) link and turn off any other links to the 
master device. If the latter would like to wake up parked 
devices, it sends beacons to them over the PSB link 
[Hackmann, 2006]. A slave device at the active mode can 
reduce the power consumption by entering the above 
power saving modes. 

 
4.3 UWB  

UWB (IEEE 802.15.3a) is a wireless radio technology 
for short-range, high bandwidth communication at very 
low energy levels by using a larger portion of the radio 
spectrum. UWB is a latent competitor to the IEEE 802.11 
standards. One of its most outstanding properties is its 
huge bandwidth. Wireless USB currently delivers a 
bandwidth of up to 480 Mbps at 3 meters and 110Mbps at 
10 meters. It can support multimedia applications such as 
audio and video transmission in home networks. It can also 

be used as a wireless cable replacement of high speed 
serial bus such as USB 2.0 and IEEE 1394 [Lee, et al., 
2007]. However, IEEE 802.11 is more intended for data 
networking such as WLAN and to replace Ethernet cables. 
Currently, Bluetooth is popular for small WPAN-covering 
area applications, such as wireless mouse, and cell phone 
set. But UWB supports much higher bandwidth than the 
Bluetooth. It uses very low-powered, short-pulse radio 
signals to transfer data over a wide spectrum of frequencies. 

4.4 Wi-Fi 
Wi-Fi (wireless fidelity) is the general term for any type 

of IEEE 802.11 network. Examples of 802.11 networks are 
the 802.11a (up to 54 Mbps), 802.11b (up to 11 Mbps), and 
802.11g (up to 54 Mbps). These networks are used as 
WLANs. Three 802.11 standards differ in their offered 
bandwidth, coverage, security support and, therefore, 
applications. 802.11a is better suited for multimedia voice, 
video and large-image applications in densely populated 
user environments. However, it provides relatively shorter 
range than 802.11b, which consequently requires fewer 
access points for coverage of large areas. The 802.11g 
standard is compatible with and may replace 802.11b, 
partly due to its higher bandwidth and improved security. 

 
5. TECHNOLOGY COMPARISON 

 
Table 1 provides a summary of the most popular 

wireless technologies for wireless health monitoring 
systems. From a general perspective, the main difference 
among the wireless technologies comes from the fact that 
they are optimized for different target applications.  

Bluetooth is designed for voice application and aims to 
replace short distance cabling. It is good for hands free 
audio or multimedia file transfer with cell phone, PDA, 
and any other devices. This kinds of application require 
just tens of meters network range with a few (1~2) Mbps 
network speeds. 

ZigBee intends to meet the needs of sensors and control 
devices for short message applications. Typically, ZigBee 
is designed for small data packet transmission with a 
lightweight and simple protocol stack in network devices. 
Because of their small data transmission and multi network 
devices, ZigBee does not need high network speed. 
Currently, it provides only 250 Kbps data rate. 

UWB provides high network speeds together with 
robust communication using a broad spectrum of 
frequencies. It best suits for very short range networks, e.g., 
a few meters. Its speed is up to 480 Mbps.  

Wi-Fi is very popular as WLAN. It is developed to 
replace wired Ethernet cable used in a home or office. 
They provide maximum data rate up to 54 Mbps in an 
around 50 meter range.  

Clearly Bluetooth and ZigBee are suitable for low data 
rate applications with limited power source such as battery-
operated sensor nodes or mobile devices. Low power 
consumption helps prolong a node's life time and reduce its 
size. 
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On the other hand, UWB and Wi-Fi would be better 

selection for high data rate applications such as 
audio/video multimedia appliance. ZigBee is widely 
developed as a low rate WPAN, and its similar technology 
is Bluetooth.  But they have some contrast: characteristics, 
because of their originally different optimized designs. 
ZigBee is focused on control and automation, while 
Bluetooth on the replacement of wired cables among 
laptops, PDA’s, cell phone, and so on.   

As for power consumption, a ZigBee node can operate 
at low power for a time period ranging from several 
months to 2 years from two AA batteries. But a Bluetooth 
node running on the same batteries would last just one 
week. ZigBee networks can support a larger number of 
devices and a longer range between devices than Bluetooth 
ones.  ZigBee  can  support  the  configuration of static and  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
dynamic star networks, a peer to  peer  network, and mesh 
network that can provide up to 65000 nodes in a network. 
Bluetooth allows only eights nodes in a master-slave 
piconet figure, i.e., it supports star networks only. 
 

6. CURRENT WPMS IN HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS 
 
In this section we discuss some specific applications 

that have been developed for the health monitoring purpose. 
In MobiCare [Rajiv, 2006], a WPMS as a MobiCare 

client and health care servers employ short-range 
Bluetooth between BSN and a BSN manager, and 
GPRS/UMTS cellular networks between the BSN manager 
and health care providers. Bluetooth is applied in this 
system, allowing data rate up to 1Mbps. However, it 
consumes high power and has limited network size (up to 7 

Table. 1 COMPARISON OF BLUETOOTH, UWB, ZIGBEE, AND WI-FI PROTOCOLS 
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slave nodes). Thus, it does not suit for LR-WPAN (Low 
Rate WPAN) as required in many healthcare applications. 

Firefly is a sensor network-based rescue device used in 
coal mine as developed at Carnegie Mellon University 
[Mangharam, et al., 2006]. Voice streaming over WSN is 
implemented in this system. A TDMA based network 
scheduling is investigated to meet audio timing 
requirements. The developed hardware has a dual radio 
architecture for data communication and hardware based 
global time synchronization. This system is designed for 
the rescue in coal mine and has a small network size. It 
uses the codec chip and SD card for additional memory for 
sound transmission. It has high power consumption, high 
cost of a sensor node, and bulky size. 

The CodeBlue [Malan, et al., 2004] project from 
Harvard University explores WSN for a range of medical 
applications. It employs WSN in emergency medical care, 
hospitals and disaster area as an emergency message 
delivery system. With MICA motes, CodeBlue uses pulse 
oximetry and electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors to monitor 
and record blood oxygen and cardiac information from a 
large number of patients. 

Lee et al. [2006] introduce a vital sign monitoring 
system with life emergency event detection using WSN. 
Vital signs such as ECG and body temperature of patients 
are transmitted wirelessly to the base station connected to 
sever or PDA.  

Dagtas et al. [2007] present a framework for a wireless 
health monitoring system within a smart home 
environment using ZigBee. They design some basic 
processing platform that allows the heart rate and fatal 
failure detection. They are currently building a prototype 
of the proposed system using in-home ECG probes and 
ZigBee radio modules. 

In a wireless physiological sensor system, Jovanov et al. 
[2005] intend to develop wireless sensor technology for 
ambulatory and implantable human psycho-physiological 
applications. They have developed the devices for 
monitoring the heart, prosthetic joints for a long period of 
time and other organs. 

Juyng and Lee [2008] describe a device access control 
mechanism. They propose the reliable data transmission of 
a physiological health data in a ZigBee based health 
monitoring system. They develop a wrist, chest belt, 
shoulder, and necklace type physiological signal devices. 
They use a CC2430 microcontroller as the central unit and 
two PDMS (Polydimethylsil-oxane) electrodes for ECG, a 
ribbon type temperature sensor, and SpO2 sensor for 
sensing the physiological signals. Their wrist type 
physiological signal device’s (W-PSD) size is of 60×65×15 
mm and total system weight is 160g including one 
Lithium-polymer battery. A reliable data transmission 
mechanism is also provided by using a retransmission. 
They recognize the power problem for a network device. It 
needs small battery as its power source. It can work for 6 
hours without replacement or recharging. It is small, light 
weight, and easy to bring, but its life time from small 
battery should be improved. 

Chien and Tai [2006] propose a prototype portable 
system to measure phonocardiography (PCG), ECG, and 
body temperature. They insert a capacitor-type microphone 
into the stethoscope’s tube for PCG and develop a 3-wired 
lead ECG. Bluetooth transceiver and receiver modules are 
used with a microcontroller and PDA for wireless link 
between a sensing module and PDA. This system has some 
weak points as a health monitoring system. First, users 
should initiate the PDA whenever they want to measure 
health conditions. Thus this system is not operated 
automatically or in an event driven or schedulable way. 
Second, this system has many sizable external circuits, 
wired leads for ECG, and memory unit. It is not suitable as 
a wearable device and thus difficult to carry, because of its 
heavy weight and bulky size. Third, because of their 
complicated and many external devices, power 
consumption is high. Hence, it is limited in terms of 
wireless health monitoring. 

In [Oliver and Msngas, 2006], Microsoft announces the 
HealthGear, a wearable real time health monitoring system. 
It consists of several physiological sensors for monitoring 
and analyzing the blood oxygen level (SpO2), heart rate, 
and plethysmographic signal.  

Gyselinckx, et al., [2007] develop a cardiac monitoring 
system, Human++, for ambulatory multi-parameter health 
monitoring such as ECG, EEG, and EMG. This system 
consists of three sensor nodes in body area networks and a 
base station. They sample the bio-signal at 1024 Hz with a 
12-bit ADC in an MSP430F149 microcontroller.   The 
base station collects the data from each sensor node and 
transfers to PC or PDA through a USB interface. This 
system is designed to run autonomously for 3 months on 
two AA batteries. This system is improved in [Brown, et 
al., 2009]. A small, lightweight and low power WPMS 
platform is developed for ambulatory and continuous 
monitoring for autonomic responses in real life 
applications. The Human++ UniNode uses an MSP 430 
MCU, Nordic nRF24L01 2.4 GHz radio, 50 Ohm antenna, 
and a 165 mAh lithium-ion battery. The size of a node 
including battery is 20×29×9 mm3. Their network topology 
is a star network using a static TDMA protocol. Their 
wearable medical sensors are developed chest-belt and 
wrist-band. The ECG and respiration sensors (20×22×4 
mm3) is connected to one Human++ UniNode and 
integrated into a chest belt, while the skin conductance and 
skin temperature sensors (20×25×5 mm3) is connected to a 
second Human++ UniNode and integrated into a wrist 
band. The chest node consumes 2.6 mA in full active 
operation, while the wrist node consumes 4 mA, resulting 
in a roughly battery lifetime of 63 hours and 41 hours, 
respectively. 

Fensli, et al., [2005] present a wearable ECG device for 
continuous monitoring. The hand-held device, which is a 
common PDA, collects the amplified ECG signal from a 
wearable device. The sensor senses ECG signals with 500 
Hz sampling frequency, and this signal is digitized with 10 
bit resolution. After digitizing the signal, it continuously 
transmits to a hand-held device by using a modulated RF 
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link at 869.700 MHz. This system has focused its 
application on the emergency situation.  

Monton et al. [2008] present WPMS-based patient 
monitoring. This BSN follows a star network technology, 
and is composed of two types of modules. A small device 
(34×48mm), called sensor communication module (SCM) 
is connected to one or several sensors for sensing the 
health signals. SCMs transmit signals to a central 
processing unit (73×110×25mm), called personal data 
processing unit (PDPU) via ZigBee. PDPU is designed to 
connect to local external systems through: 1) UWB to 
connect individual devices such as PCs or PDA, 2) Wi-Fi 
to connect with LAN, or 3) GPRS for WAN. 

The development of a belt type wearable wireless body 
area network is described [Wang, et al., 2009]. A 
photoplethysmograph (PPG) sensor, and a respiratory 
inductive plethysmograph (RIP) sensor for pulse rate and 
oxygen saturation measurements are used for dynamic 
respiration monitoring. A WPMS node includes an 
MSP430F149 microcontroller as its main control unit, 
nRF905 as RF transceiver (915MHz), and 64 Megabit 
AT25DF641 as external memory. They follow a simple 
communication protocol. Its overall process is very simple, 
i.e., one sensor to one base station at a time. 

Milankovic et al. [2006] propose a single-hop WSN 
topology. Each sensor for health monitoring is directly 
connected to an individual PDA, which provides the 
connectivity to a central server. They mainly focus on the 
synchronization and energy efficiency issues on the single-
hop communication network between devices and PDA. 

A wireless mobile healthcare application is developed 
to operate together with IEEE 802.15.4 enabled devices 
and adopted the CDMA cellular network for hospital and 
home environments [Yan and Chung, 2007]. 

Table 2 summarizes the major systems, their 
advantages, and limitations. 

 
7. CHALLENGE ISSUES FOR WPMS 

 
A number of parameters should be considered when 

developing a miniature wireless sensor device for real life 
health monitoring system. 

 
7. 1 Reliability  
 
Reliability in a wireless health monitoring system is the 

most critical issue. Wireless health monitoring system has 
to transmit accurate measured data in a timely manner to a 
medical doctor or other people for monitoring and 
analyzing the data from patients. 

The reliability issue can be considered into three main 
stages: 1) reliable data measurement, 2) reliable data 
communications, and 3) reliable data analysis [Hyun, et al., 
2008]. Stages 1 and 3 are mainly about hardware and 
software for sensing and analyzing the data without errors. 
Stage 2 needs more consideration than the other stages 
because it is about communication between sensor node 
and coordinator or central monitoring server.  

For reliable communication, Varshney [2007] proposes 
combined wireless networks that include WSN, ad-hoc 
wireless networks, cellular networks, WLAN, and satellite 
networks. Juyng and Lee [2008] make a reliable data 
transmission by using a retransmission protocol. A sensor 
device sends the data with ACK (Acknowledgement) 
request. If the sensor node doesn’t received an ACK from 
mobile device or coordinator within AckWaitDuration, the 
sensor node transmit the same data frame again until 
receive the ACK from mobile device. This repeat process 
is limited by predefined MaxFrameRetries [IEEE Std. 
802.15.4-2003].  

 
7. 2 Power  
 
The power issue is researched for all kinds of WSN 

applications. Since most WSN devices are battery-operated, 
one of the major challenges for their design is to optimize 
their power usage. Some WSN applications such as passive 
RFID [Finkenzeller, 2003], do not require battery. Instead 
they use power from their reader, i.e., backscattering. 
However, they have limited communication range and very 
small data size. Other applications adopt energy harvest 
systems for WSNs such as solar cell [Hande, et al., 2007], 
vibration using piezoelectric devices [Roundy and Wright, 
2004], temperature difference [Stark, 2006], and shoes 
insert [Paradiso and Starner, 2005]. But these energy 
harvest systems have some problems for real WSN 
applications, e.g., their power earning depends on their 
environment and they tend to be over-sized. 

Van Dam and Langendoen [2003], Zheng, et al. [2005], 
Ramakrishnan, et al. [2004] and Miller and Vaidya [2005] 
present energy efficient protocols for WPMS by designing 
energy-efficient MAC protocols.  

Omeni et al. [2007] propose to control standby or sleep 
mode periods of sensor nodes to reduce energy 
consumption. They propose MAC protocol operations 
based on three main communication processes. A link 
establishment process is to associate a process to a network. 
A wakeup service process is to wake up a slave and master 
after an assigned sleep time interval. An alarm process 
operates only when a slave node urgently wants to send 
data to the master. These processes can be initiated by the 
master node only. 

 
7. 3 Portability  
 
Integration of sensing components into a wireless 

sensor node should be conducted in a functional, robust, 
small, light weight, and low cost way. For this reason, 
most WPANs use a small chip system, i.e., SOC, which 
includes a microcontroller and RF transceiver or single 
MCU with an external transceiver. Currently, there are 
some biomedical systems that suit the requirements of 
easy-to-wear or attach on the body for monitoring 
physiological signals [Barth, et al., 2009; Jung. et al., 
2008]. Thus they exhibit good portability. 
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7. 4 Network interference  
 
In general, a wireless link is more sensitive to 

interference than a wired connection link. In WSN 
environments, generally two or more different 
communication techniques are used together in a same 
network. Usually, WPANs and WLANs coexist using the 
same Industrial, Science and Medical (ISM) band. 
Therefore, they can lead to a network interference problem. 
Network interference or data collision problems cause 
intermittent network connectivity, packet loss and 
ultimately result in lower network throughput and 
increased energy expenditures [Razvan and Andreas, 2007]. 

The interference and coexistence problems between 
Bluetooth and WLAN have been presented in [Jo and 
Jayant, 2003; Sakal and Simunic, 2003; Howitt, 2001; 
Feng, et al., 2002]. Also, interference problems between 
IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee and WLAN are described in 
[Razvan and Andreas, 2007; Kim, et al., 2005; Kang, et al., 
2007; Yang and Yu, 2009; Hauer, et al., 2009]. BER (Bit 
Error Rate), PER (Packet Error Rate), RSSI (Radio Signal 
Strength Indicator), or SINR (Signal Interference Noise 
Ratio) for interference avoidance are measured and 
analyzed. 

 
7.5 Real time and continuous monitoring  
 
Some physiological data, such as heart beat sound, lung 

sound, ECG, and RIP, should be monitored continuously 
and in real time. Also, a biomedical sensor is imagined to 
operate for days sometimes weeks without a user’s 
intervention. A good example is a heartbeat monitoring 
system for patients who has heart disease. Since the heart 
rate is reported periodically, a heartbeat sensing device 
should be always on and transmit continuously with low 
transmit delay and latency for real time monitoring. If a 
sensing device could transmit periodic data 
discontinuously or transmit continuous data with much 
delay time, it is hard for doctors to monitor and prepare a 
patient’s heart attack. Therefore, real time and continuous 
monitoring is critical in handling an emergent patient. 

 
8. LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES IN WPMS 

 
Table 2 presents several current researches or 

prototypes of their medical applications and issues 
mentioned in Section 7. From it, most applications use 
MCU as a control unit for low power consumption, and 
size of the device. Also, all devices receive the power from 
batteries such as AAA, AA, and Li-ion. Size and weight of 
devices are mainly determined by those of the batteries. 
Otherwise, a battery’s capacity is directly proportional to 
its size. Malan, et al. [2004], Oliver and Msngas [2006], 
Gyselinckx, et al. [2007], and Milenkovic, et al. [2006] use 
2 AA or 2 AAA battery and [Juyng and Lee, 2008] and 
[Monton, et al., 2008] use the Li-ion or Li-P battery. A 
small Li-P battery’s life time [Juyng and Lee, 2008] is 
about 6 hours, while AA or AAA battery’s life time is 

several days or even 3 months in a full active mode 
[Gyselinckx, et al., 2007]. Therefore, battery types need be 
carefully selected for portability and power consumption of 
different healthcare applications. 

Some applications implement several wireless 
infrastructures for health monitoring systems. Rajiv [2006], 
Chien and Tai [2006], and Oliver and Msngas [2006] apply 
Bluetooth to WPMS with PDA, Cell phone, or WLAN. 
Milenkovic, et al. [2006], Yan and Chung [2007], and 
Juyng and Lee [2008] apply ZigBee to BAN with PDA, or 
WLAN for extended network size. When several wireless 
infrastructures are deployed in the same network area, 
interference and data collision can occur in their 
overlapped channels. Different network topology, such as 
star, peer-to-peer, and mesh, should be considered for 
different health data applications. 

Table 2 summarizes the platforms for physiological 
data sensing and monitoring with several wireless options. 
Each project meets some above-mentioned issues, such as 
reliability, power, portability, network interference, and 
QOS, for real life. But they did not satisfy all of them. For 
example, some applications ([Jung, et al., 2008], and 
[Milenkovic, et al., 2006]) have good reliability, portability, 
and QOS, but their power consumption is not suitable for 
real life application. Also, applications ([Mangharam, et al., 
2006], [Chien and Tai, 2006], [Oliver, et al., 2006]) have 
good performance, but their devices are too big and heavy 
to carry or attach on the body in real life applications. 
FireFly project [Mangharam et al., 2006] can send the 
continuous voice data in real time, but they have poor 
power consumption, bulky size device and small network 
size.  

As such, each application on a health monitoring 
system has to consider or improve their weak points for 
real-life using. 

 
9.  CONCLUSION 

 
This paper reviews the current research of sensor based 

systems for biomedical health monitoring. Current health 
monitoring still has many challenges and issues that must 
be addressed such as reliability, portability, low power 
consumption, and real time communication.  

Most reviewed systems focused on single hop 
topologies, and have very limited real time monitoring 
capability.  Also, some systems are hard to attach or carry 
because of their size and weight.  

Even if they can monitor the health conditions, they 
cannot be readily available for real life application. They 
use the different wireless technologies for their different 
health parameters, situation, and areas. For example, some 
small data such as body temperature and patient ID are 
communicated by IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee, even if this 
standard has low data rate. Also, these kinds of data are not 
much affected by time synchronization in real time.  But 
some physiological data such as ECG, EEG, and EMG, 
need continuous and real time transmission. Also, they 
require high data rate for reliable transmission. Therefore, 
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selecting a proper wireless option for each different 
healthcare monitoring system is very important. 
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